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Fairytales do come true… Katarina Bennett stopped believing in fairytales a long
time ago. Prince Charming doesn't exist. Careful planning is what makes dreams
come true and that's what she's spent her adult life doing. Now those plans have
fallen apart. She's lost everything; her fiancé, her job and her home. Determined
to make a new start, Kat takes a job as a governess and teacher for five orphaned
children and finds herself in an old Gothic mansion in the middle of nowhere
with people who aren't what they seem. Charles Goodman is the Alpha of his
wolver pack, the modern descendants of an ancient line of man/beasts who've
hidden among the human race for centuries. Charles has his hands full with
taking his pack in a new direction and dealing with dissention in the ranks and
doubts about his own abilities to lead, but when he meets his feisty new
employee, he begins to believe in a future he didn't think feasible. Together,
Charles and Kat, Alpha and Mate, set out to prove all things are possible and
fairytales do come true.
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Fairytales do come true… Katarina Bennett stopped believing in fairytales a long time ago. Prince Charming
doesn't exist. Careful planning is what makes dreams come true and that's what she's spent her adult life
doing. Now those plans have fallen apart. She's lost everything; her fiancé, her job and her home.
Determined to make a new start, Kat takes a job as a governess and teacher for five orphaned children and
finds herself in an old Gothic mansion in the middle of nowhere with people who aren't what they seem.
Charles Goodman is the Alpha of his wolver pack, the modern descendants of an ancient line of man/beasts
who've hidden among the human race for centuries. Charles has his hands full with taking his pack in a new
direction and dealing with dissention in the ranks and doubts about his own abilities to lead, but when he
meets his feisty new employee, he begins to believe in a future he didn't think feasible. Together, Charles
and Kat, Alpha and Mate, set out to prove all things are possible and fairytales do come true.
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Editorial Review

Review
"...a great romance...had me hooked from the first page... (Rhoades) really has great story telling down to a
science." -Night Owl Reviews

"I have come to love Jacqueline Rhoades approach to werewolf romance. Her gals are smart and sassy.... Her
men are... to die for yummy... There is no mistaking just what makes this wolf hot in Alpha's Choice."-
Werewolf Librarian

"I love when a book pulls you in, and you can see everything and imagine being there.. so descriptive in her
writing... easy to connect with all the characters." - Cassandra Lost In Books

From the Inside Flap
Books by Jacqueline Rhoades
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                                                                                        Wolver's Gold
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About the Author
Jacqueline Rhoades, known as Jackie to her friends, lives in rural southern Ohio with one lovable husband,
one spoiled dog and one disinterested cat. She believes coffee is a food group and always has a pot brewing.
When not writing, she can usually be found with her nose in someone else's book or working in her garden.
She also spends a great deal of time chasing deer and rabbits who apparently also like gardening. Jackie
loves hearing from her readers and is always willing to chat. She can be reached through her website,
http://www.jacquelinerhoades.com/

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Cheryl Dawkins:

Many people spending their period by playing outside together with friends, fun activity having family or
just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by studying a book.
Ugh, do you think reading a book can actually hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It ok
you can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like The Alpha's Choice (The
Wolvers) which is having the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's view.



Cindy Gross:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. This particular The Alpha's Choice (The Wolvers) can
give you a lot of pals because by you taking a look at this one book you have factor that they don't and make
you more like an interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This e-
book offer you information that perhaps your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than different
make you to be great men and women. So , why hesitate? Let's have The Alpha's Choice (The Wolvers).

David Waymire:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our understanding for everything. By a book we can
know everything we really wish for. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This e-book The Alpha's Choice (The Wolvers) was filled regarding science.
Spend your extra time to add your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has
different feel when they reading any book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can really feel enjoy
to read a reserve. In the modern era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.

Lisa Phelps:

Book is one of source of understanding. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students and
also native or citizen want book to know the revise information of year to be able to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the
world. Through the book The Alpha's Choice (The Wolvers) we can take more advantage. Don't you to be
creative people? For being creative person must like to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that
suitable with your aim. Don't always be doubt to change your life at this book The Alpha's Choice (The
Wolvers). You can more attractive than now.
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